FASCINATED SOUND:

SCENE SHOP TOOL BOX
SFX PACK
File Name:

Description:

Air Compressor 01 Cycling On and Off.wav

A mechanical air compressor cycling on, running briefly, and turning off with a hiss.

Air Compressor 02 Cycling.wav

A mechanical air compressor cycling on, running briefly, and turning off with a hiss.

Clanking 01 Digging for Tools.wav

Metal tools clanking against each other as someone digs through a tool box.

Clanking 02 Digging for Tools.wav

Metal tools clanking against each other as someone digs through a tool box.

Clanking 03 Metal Clunk.wav

A heavy clunk of a metalic objects being set down upon each other such as tools ,etc.

Compressed Air 01 Hissing and Spraying.wav

The hiss of pressurized or compressed air spraying from a hose or nozzle.

Compressed Air 02 Hiss and Spray.wav

The hiss of pressurized or compressed air spraying from a hose or nozzle.

Compressed Air 03 Quick Triple Spray.wav

The hiss of or compressed air spraying from a hose or nozzle in three quick bursts.

Compressed Air 04 Quick Double Spray.wav

The hiss of or compressed air spraying from a hose or nozzle in two quick bursts.

Compressed Air 05 Spurt.wav

A quick spurt of compressed or pressurized air escaping with a short hiss.

Compressed Air 06 Hiss and Spurt.wav

Compressed air hissing as it escapes from a hose, nozzle, etc. followed by a sharp spurt.

Cranking Ratchet.wav

A quick, short textural ratchet crank.

Crinkle 01 Crunch.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's crushed.

Crinkle 02 Squish.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's squished.

Crinkle 03 Crumple.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's crumpled.

Crinkle 04 Crush Crack.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling and cracking as it's crushed.

Crinkle 05 Crumple Up.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's crumpled.

Crinkle 06 Unwrap.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's unwrapped or crumpled.

Crinkle 07 Cracking.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling and crackling as it's crumpled.

Crinkle 08 Rustle.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's crushed and rustled.

Crinkle 09 Fidget.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as someone fidgets with it.

Crinkle 10 Crush.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's crushed.

Crinkle 11 Rip It Off.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as it's ripped off, like a wrapper.

Crinkle 12 Dig It Out.wav

A piece of plastic crinkling as someone digs around in it.

Drill 01 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 02 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 03 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 04 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 05 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 06 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 07 Driving Screw.wav

A power drill driving in a screw.

Drill 08 Short Burst.wav

A short burst of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 09 Short Burst.wav

A short burst of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.
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Drill 10 Short Burst.wav

A short burst of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 11 Short Burst.wav

A short burst of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 12 Short Burst.wav

A short burst of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 13 Quick Double Burst.wav

A quick double burst of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 14 Three Quick Bursts.wav

Three quick bursts of a power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 15 Short Burst.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole with a short burst.

Drill 16 Drilling Burst.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 17 Drilling.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 18 Steady Drilling.wav

A power drill steadily drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 19 Drilling.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 20 Drilling.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 21 Short Burst.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole with a short burst.

Drill 22 Drilling.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 23 Long Drilling.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole with a long burst.

Drill 24 Drilling.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 25 Drilling Deep.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a deep hole.

Drill 26 Sporatic Drilling.wav

A power drill sporatically drilling in a screw or boring a hole.

Drill 27 Revving.wav

A power drill revving several times.

Drill 28 Drilling Holes.wav

A power drill drilling in screws or boring holes.

Drill 29 Drilling with Short Bursts.wav

A power drill drilling in a screw or boring a hole with short bursts.

Electric Saw 01 Starting Cutting and Turning Off.wav

An electric saw starting up, cutting, and turning off again.

Electric Saw 02 Revving.wav

An electric saw revving once.

Grinding.wav

An electric grinder or dremmel grinding a hard surface.

Hand Saw Fast Sawing.wav

A hand saw quickly sawing a piece of wood back and forth.

Hand Saw Sawing.wav

A hand saw sawing a piece of wood back and forth.

Hand Saw Slow Sawing.wav

A hand saw slowly sawing a piece of wood back and forth.

Impact Nail Gun 01 Single Shot Compressed Air and Action.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 02 Single Shot Bounces and Compressed Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 03 Single Shot Compressed Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 04 Single Shot Compressed Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 05 Single Shot Compressed Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 06 Single Shot Compressed Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 07 Single Shot Compressed Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 08 Single Shot.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 09 Single Shot.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 10 Single Shot.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 11 Single Shot.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 12 Single Shot.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 13 Single Shot.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 14 Single Shot with Air and Action.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 15 Single Impact with Bounce.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 16 Four Shots.wav

A nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire off four shots.

Impact Nail Gun 17 Three Shots.wav

A nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire off three shots.
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Impact Nail Gun 18 Two Shots and Air.wav

Two impacts from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire.

Impact Nail Gun 19 Single Shot with Air.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 20 Hissy Impact.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing once.

Impact Nail Gun 21 Three Impacts with Hiss.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing three times.

Impact Nail Gun 22 Impacts and Air Hiss.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing several times.

Impact Nail Gun 23 Three Impacts and Compressed Air.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing three times.

Impact Nail Gun 24 Single Impact Air Compressor.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 25 Single Impact.wav

An impact from a nail gun or staple gun using compressed air to fire a single shot.

Impact Nail Gun 26 Single Impact with Air.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing a single shot

Impact Nail Gun 27 Impact with Air.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing a single shot

Impact Nail Gun 28 Triple Impact with Compressed Air.wav

A nail gun or staple gun hissing compressed air and firing three times.

Impact Nail Gun 29 Rapid Shots.wav

A nail gun or staple gun rapidly firing several shots using compressed air.

Impact Nail Gun 30 Rapid Shooting.wav

A nail gun or staple gun rapidly firing several shots using compressed air.

Impact Nail Gun 31 Multiple Quick Shots.wav

A nail gun or staple gun quickly firing several shots using compressed air.

Industrial Sewing Machine 01 Fast Start Sew.wav

An industrial sewing machine sewing sewing with a quick initial burst.

Industrial Sewing Machine 02 Steady Long Sewing.wav

An industrial sewing machine steadily sewing a long piece of fabric or upholstery.

Industrial Sewing Machine 03 loop.wav

Loop ready sound of an industrial sewing machine sewing steadily.

Industrial Sewing Machine 04 Sew Varying Speeds.wav

An industrial sewing machine sewing fabric or upholstery at various speeds.

Jigsaw Sawing.wav

An electric jigsaw sawing.

Metal Clang 01 Impact Ringing.wav

A single metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing until it fades or dissipates.

Metal Clang 02 Impact Ringing.wav

A single metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing until it fades or dissipates.

Metal Clang 03 Thud Smack.wav

A single metal impact hitting hitting with a slightly muted thud.

Metal Clang 04 Impact Ring and Dampen.wav

A single metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing before being dampened with a short bend.

Metal Clang 05 Light Smack.wav

A single metal impact from a light hit followed by metal dampening.

Metal Clang 06 Impact Ring and Dampen.wav

A single metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing before being dampened.

Metal Clang 07 Ring and Mute.wav

A single metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing before being dampened.

Metal Clang 08 Clammer.wav

A clammering metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing until it fades or dissipates.

Metal Clang 09 Impact and Dampen.wav

A single metal impact hitting with a clang and ringing before being dampened.

Metal Ding 01 Piercing Ringing Impact.wav

A piercing, high pitched metal ding ringing from a hit or impact between two metal objects.

Metal Ding 02 Ringing Impact.wav

A high pitched metal ding ringing from an impact or hit between two metal objects.

Metal Flick and Ring 01.wav

A piece of metal being flicked with and ringing with a wobble.

Metal Flick and Ring 02.wav

A piece of metal being flicked with and ringing with a wobble.

Metal Hammer 01 Impact Ding.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a short ring.

Metal Hammer 02 Impact Ding.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a short ring.

Metal Hammer 03 Impact Ding.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a short ring.

Metal Hammer 04 Impact Ding Muted.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a muted ring

Metal Hammer 05 Impact Ding Muted.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a muted ring

Metal Hammer 06 Impact Ding.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a short ring.

Metal Hammer 07 Impact Ding.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object with a short ring.

Metal Hammer 08 Double Tap.wav

Heavy thud of a metal hammer or mallet striking a metal object twice.

Metal Milling Machine 01.wav

An industrial metal milling machine running and milling, grinding and shaping a piece of metal.

Metal Milling Machine 02.wav

An industrial metal milling machine running and milling, grinding and shaping a piece of metal.

Metal Rubbing and Scraping.wav

Two pieces of metal rubbing or scraping against each other several times.
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Metal Scrape and Ring 01.wav

Two pieces of metal scraping against each other and ringing out.

Metal Scrape and Ring 02.wav

Two pieces of metal scraping against each other and ringing out.

Metal Scrape and Ring 03.wav

Two pieces of metal scraping against each other and ringing out.

Metal Strike and Bend 01 Whistle Up.wav

A piece of metal being struck and bent to create a ring that whistles up.

Metal Strike and Bend 02 Whistle Up.wav

A piece of metal being struck and bent to create a ring that whistles up.

Metal Strike and Bend 03 Whistle UP.wav

A piece of metal being struck and bent to create a ring that whistles up.

Metal Strike and Bend 04 Clank.wav

A piece of metal being heavily struck with a thud and bent to create a ring that whistles up.

Plastic Wrap or Tape 01 Stretched and Peeled off the Roll.wav

Plastic wrap or tape being stretched out from a large roll.

Plastic Wrap or Tape 02 Stretched and Peeled off the Roll.wav

Plastic wrap or tape being stretched out from a large roll.

Pounding Stakes 01 Wooden Mallet Metal Impact Ding.wav

A wooden mallet pounding a metal stake that rings upon impact.

Pounding Stakes 02 Wooden Mallet Metal Impact Ding.wav

A wooden mallet pounding a metal stake that rings upon impact.

Pounding Stakes 03 Wooden Mallet Metal Impact Ding.wav

A wooden mallet pounding a metal stake that rings upon impact.

Pounding Stakes 04 Wooden Mallet Metal Impact Ding.wav

A wooden mallet pounding a metal stake that rings upon impact.

Pounding Stakes 05 Wooden Mallet Metal Impact Ding loop.wav

Loop ready pounding of a metal stake with a wooden mallet.

Ripping Fabric 01 Long Tearing.wav

A long piece of fabric or upholstery ripping or tearing.

Ripping Fabric 02 Long Tearing.wav

A long piece of fabric or upholstery ripping or tearing.

Ripping Fabric 03 Tearing.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing.

Ripping Fabric 04 Tearing.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing.

Ripping Fabric 05 Tearing with Stutter.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing with a quick stutter.

Ripping Fabric 06 Quick Tear.wav

A short quick tear of a piece of fabric, cloth, clothing, or upholstery.

Ripping Fabric 07 Tearing Off.wav

Tearing through or ripping off a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing.

Ripping Fabric 08 Quick Tear Off.wav

Quickly tearing through or ripping off a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing.

Ripping Fabric 09 Quick Tear Off.wav

Quickly tearing through or ripping off a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing.

Ripping Fabric 10 Quick Tear Off.wav

Quickly tearing through or ripping off a piece of fabric, upholstery, or clothing.

Ripping Fabric 11 Splitting Tear.wav

Clothing, fabric, or upholstery tearing or ripping as it splits apart.

Ripping Fabric 12 Rip and Tear.wav

A quick, two part rip and tear or a piece of clothing, fabric, or upholstery

Ripping Foam 01 Slow Rip.wav

A piece of foam slowly ripping or tearing apart.

Ripping Foam 02 Fast Tear.wav

A piece of foam quickly ripping or tearing apart.

Ripping Foam 03 Steady Tearing.wav

A piece of foam steadily ripping or tearing apart.

Ripping Foam 04 Quick Rip.wav

A piece of foam quickly ripping or tearing apart.

Ripping Foam 05 Tear.wav

A piece of foam quickly ripping or tearing apart.

Ripping Foam 06 Stuttered Tearing.wav

A piece of foam quickly ripping or tearing apart with a stutter.

Scissors 01 Snip Cut.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut.

Scissors 02 Snip Cut.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut.

Scissors 03 Snip Cut.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut.

Scissors 04 Snip and Reopen.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut and reopening.

Scissors 05 Double Cut.wav

A scissors or shears snipping two cuts and reopening each time.

Scissors 06 Triple Cut.wav

A scissors or shears steadily snipping three cuts and reopening each time.

Scissors 07 Snipping Flourish.wav

A scissors or shears snipping or cutting a few times quickly with a flourish.

Scissors 08 Quick Snipping.wav

A scissors or shears quickly snipping three cuts and reopening each time.

Scissors 09 Quick Cuts.wav

A scissors or shears quickly snipping two cuts and reopening each time.

Scissors 10 Steady Cutting or Trimming.wav

A scissors or shears steadily cutting several times.

Scissors 11 Careful Snip.wav

A scissors or shears making a slow and careful snip or cut.
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Scissors 12 Quick Snip.wav

A scissors or shears making a quick snip or cut.

Scissors 13 Snip and Reopen.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut and reopening.

Scissors 14 Snip and Reopen.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut and reopening.

Scissors 15 Cutting Across a Long Sheet.wav

A scissors or shears quickly and steadily cutting across a long sheet of paper.

Scissors 16 Slow Snip.wav

A scissors or shears making a slow and careful snip or cut.

Scissors 17 Snip and Reopen.wav

A scissors or shears making a slow and careful snip or cut and reopening.

Scissors 18 Heavy Snip.wav

A scissors or shears making heavy cut or snip and reopening.

Scissors 19 Heavy Snip.wav

A scissors or shears making heavy cut or snip and reopening.

Scissors 20 Heavy Snip Cut.wav

A scissors or shears making heavy cut or snip and reopening.

Scissors 21 Cutting Paper Slow.wav

A scissors or shears carefully and steadily cutting across a long sheet of paper.

Scissors 22 Haircut Flourish.wav

A scissors or shears snipping or cutting quickly with a flourish.

Scissors 23 Snip.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut and reopening.

Scissors 24 Cutting.wav

A scissors or shears snipping a single cut and reopening.

Scissors 25 Cutting loop.wav

Loop ready scissors or shears cutting heavy snips in a steady rhythm.

Scissors 26 Rip and Snip.wav

A scissors ripping across a long piece of paper or wrapping paper, with a final snip.

Scissors 27 Several Cuts.wav

A scissors or shears making several distinct cuts or snips.

Scratching Foam 01 Fast 7x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly seven times.

Scratching Foam 02 Fast 7x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly seven times.

Scratching Foam 03 Fast 5x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly five times.

Scratching Foam 04 Fast 4x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly four times.

Scratching Foam 05 Fast 4x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly four times.

Scratching Foam 06 Fast 3x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly three times.

Scratching Foam 07 Fast 3x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly three times.

Scratching Foam 08 Fast 3x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly three times.

Scratching Foam 09 Fast 2x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly two times.

Scratching Foam 10 Fast 2x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly two times.

Scratching Foam 11 Fast 2x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly two times.

Scratching Foam 12 Fast 1x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly one time.

Scratching Foam 13 Fast 1x.wav

Scratching a piece of foam quickly one time.

Scratching Foam 14 Groove loop.wav

Loop ready scratching a piece of foam in a musical groove.

Scratching Foam 15 Scratch and Scrape.wav

Scratching and scraping a piece of foam.

Scratching Foam 16 Frantic.wav

Frantically scratching or scraping a piece of foam.

Scratching Foam 17 Scurrying.wav

Frantically scratching or scraping a piece of foam.

Sewing Machine 01 Sew Seam.wav

A sewing machine sewing a seam in a piece of fabric, cloth, or upholstery.

Sewing Machine 02 Sew Long Seam.wav

A sewing machine sewing a long seam in a piece of fabric, cloth, or upholstery.

Sewing Machine 03 Sewing.wav

A sewing machine sewing a piece of fabric, clothing, or upholstery.

Sewing Machine 04 Slower Sew.wav

A sewing machine slowly and carefully sewing a piece of fabric, clothing, or upholstery.

Sewing Machine 05 Long Seam.wav

A sewing machine sewing a long seam in a piece of fabric, cloth, or upholstery.

Sewing Machine 06 Fast Sewing.wav

A sewing machine rapidly sewing a piece of fabric, clothing, or upholstery.

Sewing Machine 07 Slow and Steady.wav

A sewing machine slowly and carefully sewing a piece of fabric, clothing, or upholstery.

Sheet Metal 01 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 02 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 03 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.
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Sheet Metal 04 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 05 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 06 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 07 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 08 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 09 Crash Clang.wav

Sheet metal crashing with a loud clang.

Sheet Metal 10 Warble.wav

Sheet metal warbling.

Sheet Metal 11 Warble loop.wav

Loop ready sheet metal warbling.

Sheet Metal 12 Warble.wav

Sheet metal warbling.

Sheet Metal 13 Warble loop.wav

Loop ready sheet metal warbling.

Slicing Shears 01.wav

Metallic shears slicing sharply.

Slicing Shears 02.wav

Metallic shears slicing sharply.

Tearing Paper Ripping 01.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of paper.

Tearing Paper Ripping 02.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of paper.

Tearing Paper Ripping 03.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of paper.

Tearing Paper Ripping 04.wav

Ripping or tearing a piece of paper.

Tension Creaking and Cracking 01.wav

Taught webbing creaking and cracking under high tension.

Tension Creaking and Cracking 02.wav

Taught webbing creaking and cracking under high tension.

Tension Creaking and Cracking 03.wav

Taught webbing creaking and cracking under high tension.

Tension Creaking and Cracking 04.wav

Taught webbing creaking and cracking under high tension.

Tension Creaking and Cracking 05.wav

Taught webbing creaking and cracking under high tension.

Tension Impact Tones 01 High Hit.wav

Tonal impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 02 Two Hits.wav

Tonal impacts from taught webbing being hit twice.

Tension Impact Tones 03 Hit Mute.wav

Tonal impact from taught webbing being hit and muted.

Tension Impact Tones 04 Talking Drum.wav

Tonal impacts from taught webbing as the tension and pitch increases and decreases.

Tension Impact Tones 05 Quick Taps.wav

Tonal impacts from taught webbing being quickly tapped.

Tension Impact Tones 06 Heavy and Low.wav

A low, heavy impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 07 Solid Hit.wav

A low, solid impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 08 Low Hit.wav

A low, solid impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 09 Low Warble Hit.wav

A low, warbly impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 10 Warbly Hit.wav

A warbly impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 11 Hit.wav

Tonal impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 12 Hit.wav

Tonal impact from taught webbing being hit.

Tension Impact Tones 13 Hit.wav

Tonal impact from taught webbing being hit.

Velcro 01 Tearing Or Ripping Open.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled open.

Velcro 02 Quick Rip.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro 03 Fast Tear.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro 04 Unfastening.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being unfastened.

Velcro 05 Quick Stuttered Rip.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being ripped open with stutters.

Velcro 06 Peeling Open.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled open.

Velcro 07 Long Roll Peeling.wav

A long piece of hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled apart.

Velcro Quick Double Pull 01.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled apart.

Velcro Quick Double Pull 02.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled apart.
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Velcro Quick Double Pull 03.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled apart.

Velcro Quick Double Pull 04.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being pulled apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 01.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 02.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 03.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 04.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 05.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 06.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 07.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 08.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 09.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 10.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Velcro Quick Rip 11.wav

Hook and loop fastener such as velcro being quickly ripped apart.

Welding loop.wav

Loop ready sound of a welder continuously welding metal.

WInding Crank and Metal Ding

A metal ding followed by a crank making several revolutions.

Winding Metal Crank.wav

A metal crank making several revolutions as it's wound around.

Wooden Mallet Tapping.wav

A wooden mallet tapping quickly tapping several times.
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